
Play’n GO back to the future with Planet Fortune

25th January 2017 – Omni-channel slots specialist Play’n GO will rocket players into space in its retro-futuristic new title, Planet Fortune.

The five-reel, 40-payline slot transports players to a planet inspired by the science-fiction of the 1960s, where they’ll come across heroic
astronauts on the hunt for out-of-this-world treasures.

Assisted on their intergalactic quest by the wild robot symbol and stackable game characters, players will be gifted regular chances of winning
big cash prizes.

The robot will be key to securing big wins, with players granted ten free spins when three or more of the symbols appear on the grid sparking
the Robot Revolution feature. In this mode, wilds become sticky and ‘walk’ across the grid from left to right before falling away.

Planet Fortune also introduces Magnetic Mayhem, a feature which could be triggered each round prior to the reels coming to a halt. Players
will see reels stick together with symbols enlarging across them, increasing the chance of generous wins.

Johan Törnqvist, CEO of Play’n GO, said: “Our first launch of the year, Planet Fortune, has set the bar for what’s to come in 2018 as we
ramp up our games development and continue delivering quality titles to our global clients.

“Planet Fortune features the premium graphics, unique features and smart mechanics that players have come to expect from our titles and
we’re confident they’ll enjoy the retro, yet futuristic theme which appeals to a variety of demographics.”

Play’n GO will demonstrate this, and a variety of other games and products, on stand N3-460 at ICE 2018, with delegates able to see how its
expanded expertise and gaming provision can benefit both online and land-based casino operators.

ENDS

About Play’n GO

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the IGA Slot Provider of the Year 2017 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.


